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ABSTRACT 
It was shown in earlier work that many combinatorial problems can be treated 
analytically by considering the algebraic structure of the set on which one is counting. 
The main tool in this analysis is the "incidence algebra" over a partially ordered set 
and two of its elements, the zeta function and its inverse the M6bius function. When the 
partially ordered set is a finite commutative semigroup of idempotents ( emilattice) 
the incidence algebra arises in a natural way when considering the semicharacters of 
the semigroup (homomorphisms to the complex plane). The zeta function is the semi- 
character matrix and hence is multiplicative. 
In this paper we exploit the multiplicativity of the zeta function to introduce a
natural convolution operator over the semigroup. We then define a generating function 
based on the multiplicative nature of the zeta function. This generating function has 
the property that it converts convolution to ordinary products. Its inversion is given 
by the M6bius inversion formula. Many examples and applications are presented. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
When one is faced with a combinatorial problem one usually resorts 
to an ingenuous application of the principle of inclusion-exclusion r to 
the usual generating function approach through difference quations. 
In a basic paper [4], G.-C, Rota has shown that many combinatorial 
problems can be treated analytically in a straightforward manner by 
considering the algebraic structure of the set on which one is counting. 
His main tool is the "incidence algebra" over a partially ordered set and 
two of its elements, the zeta function and its inverse the M6bius function. 
In [7], it was shown that when the partially ordered set is a finite com- 
mutative semigroup of idempotents (semilattice) the incidence algebra 
* This work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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arises in a natural way when considering the semicharacters of the 
semigroup (homomorphisms to the complex plane). The zeta function 
turns out to be the semicharacter matrix which is non-singular of order 
0((71) • O(G) where O(G) is the order of the semigroup. The corollary 
to this theory is that the zeta function is purely multiplicative over the 
elements of the semigroup. 
In this paper we exploit the multiplicativity of the zeta function to 
introduce a natural convolution operator on the linear space VO(G) over 
the semigroup which is generated by the rows of the semicharacter 
matrix (zeta matrix). Then by defining a generating function based on 
the multiplicative nature of the semicharacters it turns out that the 
generating function of the convolution is the product of the generating 
functions of the convolvants. The inversion of the generating function is 
immediate by the MObius inversion formula, thus giving a complete 
method for solving combinatorial problems on semilattices when the 
counting function can be written as the convolution of two or more 
known functions, which are always simpler. Many examples and applica- 
tions are given in Section 4. 
The commutative semigroup of idempotents i  quite general and most 
of the structures usually encountered in combinatorial problems have 
that algebra, e.g., lattices, partitions, Boolean algebras, cluster models 
in physics, etc. 
In the next section we review some of the definitions and concepts of 
semigroups, algebras etc. Section 3 contains the theory of the convolutions 
and generating functions. Examples and applications are given in 
Section 4, including a new interpretation to Stirling numbers of the 
second kind and partitions. 
References [1] and [3] contain all the necessary algebraic concepts. 
In [2], a complete theory of semicharacters for finite commutative 
semigroups i given. An example in which the algebraic structure of a set 
is exploited is given by the class of stopping variables; see [5, 6]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In this section we give the definitions and notation needed for the 
remainder of the paper. We omit proofs by giving references. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A semigroup is a set G together with a binary 
associative multiplication. If x, y e G, we denote the product of x, y ~ G 
by xy. By definition we have for all x, y, u ~ G: 
x(yu)  = (xy) u. 
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The semigroup is commutative if yx = xy V x, y e G. An element is 
idempotent in G if X.  X = X. The number of elements in a subset A _C G is 
denoted by O(A). We assume throughout that O(G) < oo and G is a 
commutative semigroup of idempotents. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An element x in a semigroup G is said to divide an 
element y e G (y is divisible by x) if there exists a u e G ~ y = xu. If  G 
is a commutative semigroup of idempotents both x and y divide xy for 
all x, y e G since y(xy) = x(xy) = xy. 
Some elements in G can be singled out by their divisibility properties. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An element x e G is said to be irreducible if the 
equation x-~ yu always implies either y or u equals x. Irreducible 
elements are characterized in [6]; see also [1] for more details. 
DEFINITION 2.4. An element x ~ G is said to be prime (maximal) if it 
has no divisors other than itself. Clearly every prime element is irreducible 
and every finite G has at least one prime. If G has only one prime we 
call it a unit of G and denote it by L 
DEFINITION 2.5. A semigroup G is said to have a zero if it has a 
unique element O which is divisible by every x e G. The following lemma 
is immediate. 
LEMMA 2.1. A finite commutative s migroup of idempotents always has 
a zero .  
DEFINITION 2.6. An element y is said to cover an element x if y 
divides x, and y does not divide any other divisor of x. 
We now show that a commutative semigroup of idempotents i the 
same (up to isomorphism) as a semilattice. This development is detailed 
in [3]. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A semilattice is a partially ordered set where each 
pair of elements has a greatest lower bound. 
Let G be a commutative semigroup of idempotents. For x, y ~ G, let 
x ~> y if x divides y, y ~> x if y divides x, and x, y unrelated if neither 
divides the other. Clearly G is a partially ordered set by the less than 
or equal relation: Henceforth we will use the term x divides y and x 
is greater than or equal to y interchangeably. The semilattice property 
is summarized in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Under the less than or equal relation G is a semilattice. 
The g.l.b, of any pair x, y ~ G is given by xy. 
We now introduce the semicharacters (zeta function) of G. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G be a semigroup. A complex-valued function X 
on G is said to be a semicharacter of G if X(X) ~ 0 for some x ~ G and 
X(xy) = X(X)X(Y) for all x, y ~ G (i,e., X is a homomorphism of G to 
the complex plane). Some immediate properties are (see [2] or [7]): 
(i) I f  x E G is idempotent and X is a semicharacter then X(X) = 0 
or one. 
(ii) I f  G has a unit I and X is a semicharacter then X(I) = 1. 
(iii) I f  G contains a zero 0 and if X is not identically equal to one 
then x(O) = O. 
For a finite commutative semigroup of idempotents the family of all 
semicharacters has the following simple form. (See [7] for proofs and 
[2] for a more general treatment.) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a finite commutative s migroup of idempotents. 
For each a ~ G define the function on G with value at x ~ G by 
lO i fx  does not divide a, (2.1) 
X"(X) ~ if x divides a. 
Then X~(X) is a semicharacter on G for all a ~ G. All semicharacters 
of G are of the from (2.1). Furthermore the family {Xa(x) : a ~ G} is a 
linearly independent set of functions over the complex field. 
Thus the set of semicharacter span an O(G) dimensional linear vector 
space which we denote by VO(G). All complex valued functions on G 
are elements of this space. The family of O(G) • O(G) matrices over 
VO(G) constitute an algebra under the usual matrix multiplication. The 
incidence algebra is a subalgebra of this algebra. The zeta function 
corresponds to the matrix X whose a-th row (under any linear ordering 
of G) is given by X,(X), i.e., Xa(X) is the element of the a-th row x-th 
column of X- The matrix X is non-singular by the above theorem and 
its inverse is the M6bius matrix /~ whose a, x-th element is denoted by 
/z~(x). It is this function which was studied in the foundational paper of 
Rota [4], and has a variety of combinatorial implications. 
We now introduce the convolution operator in VO(G) and an associated 
generating function. 
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3. CONVOLUTIONS AND GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
We now proceed to define the concepts of convolution and associated 
generating functions on semigroups. The definition of convolution is the 
usual one and reduces to the well-known convolution if G consists of 
the integers. 
DEFINITION 3. I. Let f and g e VO(G) then the convolution o f f  and g 
written h = f *  g is defined by 
h(x) = ~ f(y)g(z) for all xeG.  (3.1) 
Since the semigroup is finite it is clear that h(-) e VO(G) is well defined 
by (3.1). The convolution operator 9 is a mapping of VO(G) • VO(G) 
onto VO(G). The n-fold convolution is similarly defined. 
As in the theory of Fourier analysis we would like the transform of 
the convolution to be the product of the transforms of the convolvants. 
The following definition will suit that purpose. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For everyfe  VO(G) its univariate generating function 
is defined by 
F(a) = Z f(Y)Xa(Y) = ~ f(Y)  for all a e G. (3.2) 
~G y>/a 
Where X,(') is a semicharacter. The last sum is over all divisors of a e G. 
If we view the generating function defined by 3.2 as a linear operator 
on VO(G) it is obviously the linear operator which corresponds to the 
transpose of the semicharacter matrix (zeta matrix) and hence is an 
isomorphism of VO(G) onto VO(G). Thus every element of VO(G) is 
the generating function of some other element. That other element will 
be given by the MSbius inversion formula below (see [1, 4, 7]). 
THEOREM 3.1. 
functions F, G, H off, g, h, respectively, satisfy, 
I f  h is the convolution o f f  and g, then the generating 
H(a) --- F(a) . G(a). (3.3) 
~, f (y ) ,  G(a) = ~, g(A), 




F(a). G(a) = Z f(Y)" Z g(h) = Z Z f(Y)g(A) = ~ f(y)g(A). 
y >/ a h>~ a Y>~ a ,t>~ a ya>~a 
But 
H(a) = • h(O-= Z ~ f (Y )gO)= Z f(Y)g('~) 
which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  gn(') is the n-fold convolution of g with itself and 
G, and G are the g.f.'s of gn(.), and g('), respectively, then 
G.(a) = G"(a). 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  F(a) is the g.f. off(x) then 
f(x) -= ~ F(a)~(a), 
where tL~(a) is the M6bius function. 
PROOF: This is the MSbius inversion formula; see [1, 4, 7] for a detailed 
proof. 
We are thus in a position to prove any number and kind of identities 
by specifying f and g in 3.I, applying the g.f.'s, and inverting. Thus if 
the M6bius function on the particular semigroup is known we can obtain 
a large number of identities. See [1, 4, 7] for formulas for the MSbius 
function on various semigroups. We now give some general examples 
of these ideas and in Section 4 detailed results when the semigroup is 
the set of subsets of an arbitrary Set with n elements, i.e., a Boolean algebra. 
EXAMPLES OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS: The following serve as an 
initial table of transforms. 
O) f(x) -~ 1Y x e G. 
F(a) = ~x~af(x) Xa(X) = 52x~>, 1 = number of divisors of a. 
Call the number of' divisors of  a by d(a). Thus F(a) = d(a). 
(ii) Co(x) = 1 if x is prime, zero otherwise. 
F~(a) = ~f~(x) = 52~>~/~orlme X,(x) = number of prime divisors 
of a. 
Call this d~(a). Thus F~(a) ---- d~(a). 
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(iii) fi(x) = 1 i f  x is irreducible, zero otherwise. 
Fi(a) ~- Zfi(x)X~(X) = number of irreducible divisors of a. 
Call this di(a). Hence, Fi(a) ~- di(a). 
(iv) Mgbius function: 
Mb(a)=~(x)x~(x)  = ~, ~s(x), V a, b ~ G. 
x x~a 
(v) Zeta function: 
zb(a) = Y xb(x)xo(x) -- E 1. 
x x~>a 
x>~ b 
Thus Z~(a) is the number of simultaneous divisors of a and b. 
Call this d(a, b). 
(vi) Incidence function: The incidence function na(b) is defined as 
x~(b) -- 3~(b). 
Where 3~(b) is the Kronecker delta function. 
Is(a) = Z ns(x)xa(x) ~- Z 1. 
X x>b 
x~a 
Thus Ib(a) is the number of divisors of a and b not equal to b. 
(vii) Delta function: 
D,~(a) = ~ ~s(x)xa(x) = ~ 3b(x) = x~(b). 
~c x >~ a 
(viii) Covering function: Let kb(a) ---- I if a is a cover of b, zero 
otherwise. 
kb(a) = Z~ ks(x)X,(x) = ~ ks(x) = number of covers of b 
which divide a. 
It is easy to extend the list by calculating transforms of many other 
combinatorial functions on semigroups, e.g., rank functions, chain 
function (see [1, 4, 7]) etc.; these suffice to illustrate the simplicity of 
these calculations. 
By applying Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of this section we can obtain many 
lemmas of combinatorial interest by convolving the functions whose 
transforms were obtained above. 
We now present some of these as lemmas. We will prove only the 
first lemma; the proofs of the others are identical. All of these lemmas 
will yield interesting results for Boolean algebra (Section 4). 
582/5/3-5 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let h,(x) be the number of ways of writing x ~ G as a 
product of n elements in G. Then 
h~(x) = ~ d~(a)lz~(a) for V x ~ G, n = 1, 2 .... 
a)~e 
PROOF: We have 
hr,(x) = ~ f (xl) f (x2) "" f (Xn), where  f (x) = 1. 
XlX 2 . ,  .~n=x 
Thus by Theorem 3.1 the g.f. of h,(x), call it Hn(a), is given by 
H,~(a) =- F~(a) 
where F(a) is the g.f. off(x). By part (i) of the transform table F(a) = d(a). 
Hence Hn(a) = d"(a). Thus by the inversion theorem 
h.(x) = Z d"(a)t,x(a). 
a >/ ~e 
COROLLARY 2. I f  0 is the zero of G then 
h~(O) = Z d~(a)tzo(a) 9 
a~G 
LEMMA 3.4. Let h~P)(x) be the number of ways of writing an element x
as a product of primes, then 
h(~P)(x) = ~. df(a)tzx(a). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let h~'i'nl)(x) be the number of ways of writing x as a 
product of n elements, n, of  which are primes, n -  nl of which are 
irreducible then 
.x = Z d~1(a) d~-'~l(a)txx(a), 
a>/ x 
Some information about the M6bius function can be obtained by 
convolving it with various other functions. The following lemma gives 
an example of the types of relations satisfied by the MSbius function. 
This subject itself is one that requires further study and will be explored 
in a later study. 
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LEMMA 3.6. The M6bius function on a commutative semigroup of 
idempotents satisfies 
~ m(x~) ""m(x~)= Y~ re(y) ~(a) 
Xl ."Xn=X a~ x y~ a 
for each n -~ l, 2 ..... and each b ~ G. 
PROOF: Follows as above by convolving the M6bius function with 
itself n-times. A similar result is obtained for cross-convolutions i.e., 
~b(x) with /~(x), 5, c e G. 
To prevent he length of this paper from becoming prohibitive with 
repetitions we now end these examples and take up a parallel to usual 
probability generating functions, namely, bivariate generating functions. 
These have a specially interesting application to semigroups which have 
a dual. This will be made precise below. 
DEFINITION 3.3. I f fE  VO(G) is a function of one variable we define 
two bivariate g.f.'s by 
F(a, b) = ~ f(Y)Xa(Y)Xb(Y), 
y>~a 
y>/b 
F*(a, b) = ~ f(y)Xa(y)x~(b) 
b>/y>~a 
V, a, b ~ G 
(3.4) 
I f f  is a function of two variables we define its bivariate g.f.'s by 
F(a, b) = ~ f~(Y)X,(Y)Xb(X), 
X~y 
r*(a, b) = ~f,(y)xa(Y)x~(b). 
(3.5) 
The following theorems now apply: 
THEOREM 3.7. I f  h(x) is the convolution o f f  and g then 
H(a, b) = F(a, b) . G(a, b). 
PROOF: Follows exactly as in Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.8. 
then 
I f  H(a, b) and H*(a, b) are the bivariate g. f.' s of h(x) 




h(x) = ~H*(a ,  b)l~(a)l~b(x ). 
a,b  
PROOF: Since the proofs are identical we prove the second part. Since 
H*(a, b) = Z~, h(y) X~(Y) x~(b); multiplying both sides by tz~(a)/~(x) 
and summing yields, since X/~ = Xrl~ T ~ I (T denotes transpose): 
H*(a, b)tz~(a)tzb(X) = ~ ~ h(y)x,(Y)tz~(a)xu(b)tzb(x ) 
a,b  y a ,b 
= Z ~ h(Y)Xa(Y)l~x(,~)3~(x) 
y a 
= ~ h(y)3~2(x) = h(x). 
Y 
We now show the importance of bivariate generating functions for 
semigroup which have a dual (i.e., lattices). 
DEFINITION 3.4. If  G is a commutative semigroup of idempotents 
with multiplication written as xy we say that G has a self-dual G* if 
there exists a multiplication 9 in G such that G* is a commutative s migroup 
of idempotents under multiplication 9and that the resulting semilattice 
G* is dual to G as a semilattice in the usual partially ordered set sense. 
This is equivalent o saying that there exists a multiplication 9 in G 
such that for each related pair x, y in G the relation is reversed in G* 
(G with multiplication -). Unrelated pairs in G stay unrelated in G*. 
A typical example is given by the Boolean algebra of subsets of a set 
of n elements. I f  G is the semigroup under multiplication set intersection, 
then G* is the "same semigroup" with multiplication given by set union. 
For semigroups G with a self-dual the following theorems have com- 
binatorial implications where G is assumed to have a self-dual. 
THEOREM 3.9. / f  
hc(x) = ~ f(A)g(y),  
2tp=x 
A.y=r. 
then H*(a, b) = F*(a, b) 9 G*(a, b). 
PROOF: Since 
h~(x) = Z f (A)g(y)  
hy~og 
h.y=r. 
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we have 
H*(a, b) = ~ h~(x)xo(x)x~(b) = ~ Y~ U(A)g(y)xo(x)x~(b), 
x,~ ~c~a Ay=x 
where ~ refers to the relation in G not in G*. Since X is multiplicative 
and X T is the semicharacter matrix of G* we have, 
H*(a, b) = Z f(h)g(Y)X~(xY)X*(Z " Y) 
A y "~/ a 
,~.y~ b
= ~ f(A)g(Y)X~(A)X~(Y)X*(A)X*(Y) 
~y~a 
h .y~b 
= ~ f(A)X~(A)ga(b) ~, g(Y)X~(Y)x~(b) 
b)A~a b~y~a 




I f  H(a, b) and H*(a, b) are the bivariate g.f.'s of 
fv(x) : ~ H(a, b)l%(a)tz~(b) 
a,b 
f~(x) = ~ H*(a, b)lxy(a)lxb(x). 
a,b 
PROOF: Exactly as in Theorem 3.8. 
We can once again calculate a table of bivariate transforms and give 
a series of applications. However we limit ourselves to one simple 
application; the reader, if interested, can calculate others of interest o 
himself. 
LEMMA 3.11. I f  f (x)  = 1 then its bivariate generating functions are 
given by 
F(a, b) = d(a, b) and F*(a, b) = d*(a, b), 
where d(a, b) is the number of divisors of both a and b and d*(a, b) is the 
number of divisors of a which are divisible by b. Clearly d*(a, b) = 0 if b 
does not divide a. 
PROOF: Immediate by direct calculation. 
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We now prove a theorem which gives a direct application of  Lemma 
3.11. 
THEOREM 3.12. I f  G has a dual G* and hn(x,y) denotes the number 
of  ways of  writing y ~ G and x ~ G* simultaneously as products of  n 
elements then 
hn(x, y) = ~ (d*(a, b))ntzx(a)l~b(y). 
a,b 
PROOF: We have 
h,,(x, y) = ~, f (xx) "" f (x~), 
XlX2. . .agn=y 
XlX 2 . . . .  xn~ 
wheref(x) = 1. The result now follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.10 and 
Lemma 3.11. 
One can almost see the application of  Theorem 3.12 to generalization 
of  Stirling numbers of the second kind and hence to partitions when G 
is the Boolean algebra of subsets of a set, e.g., set x = % y ~ the whole 
set. More will be said about this in the next section, where we apply 
these results at a lower level of  generality, namely, to the Boolean algebra 
of subsets of an arbitrary set. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
Let g? be a set of n elements and let G be the commutative semigroup 
of idempotents whose elements are all subsets of  s including f2 and the 
null set q~. Thus O(G) = 2 n. In G we let the multiplication be set intersec- 
tion. The dual G* is the same as G with multiplication being set union. 
The basic functions we use here are x~(b) in G and x*(b) in G*. x~(b) = 1 
if a is a subset of  b, zero otherwise, x*(b) = 1 if b is a subset of  a, zero 
otherwise. For the MSbius functions it is well known [see 1, 4, 7] that 
tza(b) = (-- l)O(~)-o(a) 
where O(b) = number of  elements in b, and /~*(b) = ( - - I )  ~176 
We begin by translating some of the results in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let hk(x) be the number of  ways of  writing x as an intersec- 
tion of  k sets; then 
h~(x)  = (2~ - -  1) . -~  
whenever x contains m elements, for  m = O, 1, 2 ..... n. 
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PROOF: From Lemma 3.3 we have 
ha(x) = ~ d"(a)l~x(a)= ~ d~(a)(--1) ~176 
a >/ a: a >/ x 
where d(a) is the number of  sets which contain a. Thus we see easily 
that d(a) = 2 "-~ This yields 
h,~(x) = ~ 2k("-~176176 
a>/w 
I f  x contains m elements, then 
ha(x) 
J~O J 
__ 2~( . -~) (  1 __ 
1 
- -  k ~- /  = (2  k - -  1 ) " -% 
COROLLARY 1. The number of  ways of  writing a set x as a union of k 
sets is given by (2 ~ -- 1) m i f  x is an m set, for m : O, 1, 2 ..... 
PROOF: Same as above but using duals. 
The next lemma gives an apparently new interpretation to the Stifling 
numbers of  the second kind, and hence to partitions of  a set. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h~i)(x) denote the number of  ways of  writing x as an 
intersection of k irreducible sets. l f  x is an m-set then 
h~i)(x ) = {0 if k < n --  m 
S~j  ~ otherwise, for m = 0, 1, 2 .... 
where St~ is the Stirling number of the second kind. 
PROOF: The only irreducible sets are the sets with (n --  1) elements. 
Thus the intersection of any k of them contains at least (n --  k -- 1) 
elements, which proves the first part. To prove the second part is 
straightforward. From Lemma 3.5 we have 
h~)(x) = Z d~(a)t~(a)= ~ d~(a)(--1) ~176 
a~x a~x 
Now di(a) is the number of  irreducibles which contain a; this is obviously 
(n -- O(a)). Thus 
hki(x) = ~, (n -- O(a))k(--1) ~176 
a>~x 
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Let x be an m-set, m >~ n - -  k, then 
~--m 
h(~i)(x) = ~ (n -- (m -k j))k(--1)'~+J-m(n - - m) 
j=O J 
n- -m 
j=0 J ( - -  1)J((n - -  m) - -  j )k = S~m. 
i *  LEMMA 4.3. Let h k (x) denote the number of ways of writing x as a 
union of irreducible lements of G* is given by 
h(ki*)(X) = ~ (--1)m-~(7 ) ff for m = O, 1,2 ..... k 
5=0 
and zero for m > k. 
PROOF: Same as Lemma 3.1 except using duals where the irreducible 




PROOF: Set m = k in Lemma 4.3. 
The reader may compute many other identities and results of the 
preceding type. We shall conclude this paper with one simple appl ication 
of  the bivariate generating function. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let h~(x, y) denote the number of ways of writing the set y 
and the set x simultaneously as a union and intersection of n sets; then 
t0 if  x f  y, 
h~(x, y) = ~2m_~j(2k_ 1 1)~_ ~ otherwise. 
For O(x) = p and O(y) = m, m > p. 
PROOF: Since 
hk(x, y) = ~ f (xl) "" f (x,), 
XlU~2U 9 9 9 UXn~y 
Xlf'3 X2 f" ~ 9 9 9 f '~n= ~ 
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wheref(x)  ~ 1, we have by Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 3.12 that 
h~(x, y) = E (d*(a, b))kl~(a)l~b(y) 
a<~b 
= ~ (d*(a, b))k( - 1) ~176176176 
Now clearly d*(a, b) = 2~176176 thus 
hk(x, Y) ~- ~,, (20(b)--O{a))k(- I )O(a)-O(x)+O(y)-O(b) 
Let O(x) =p and O(y) = m; we obtain 
~-" .... J+" (m - - / -  p)(2,+v+~_,_,),(_ 1),_~+j+v_j_ ~ = z x 
J=O v=O 
2 (m - -p ) ( _1)  j X (--1) ~-j-p-v (2~) ~ 
j=O J v=O 
2 (m -- p)(__1)i(2~ __ 1),~_~_~ 
j=0 J 
= 2m-~(21~-1 __ 1)-~-~. 
COROLLARY 1. The Stirling number of the second kind S~) is given by 
S~,) = 2 n-1 --  1. 
PROOF: Set x = q0 and y = s thus m ~ n and p = 0, and let k = 2. 
This yields 
h2(9, Q) = 2n(2 -  1) ~ = 2~'; 
now since 9 w ~ = ~2 w 9 = g2 and 9 (~ g2 ----- ~ ~ q~ -~ 9, subtracting 2 
and dividing by 2? to eliminate permutation gives the desired result. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have attempted here to begin a systematic study for solutions to 
combinatorial problems on semigroups. The results are preliminary in 
that we just attempt to show the uses of  the generating functions 
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introduced and their t ransform properties. No  attempt has been made to 
obtain systematically known combinator ia l  identities or new com- 
binatorial  results using these methods. We hope in the future to develop 
deeper propert ies of  these generating functions and to obtain new 
combinator ia l  results. However it has been made clear that any com- 
binatorial  function of  interest which the reader can write as a convolut ion 
of  in general simpler functions can be studied using the methods developed 
here. Furthermore by choosing functions f and g in any way one can 
obtain many identities and formulas of  general interest as well as new 
interpretations of  known formulas. 
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